READY, SET, RECOVER

Settlement Opportunities account for billions of dollars in available funds on an annual basis. MCAG specializes in settlement assistance in the following areas:

- **Product Anti-Competition** (e.g., manufacturers engaged in antitrust, price-fixing, etc.)
- **Healthcare** (e.g., insurance claims were not paid correctly)
- **Pharmaceutical** (e.g., an organization overpaid for drugs purchased on behalf of its employees)
- **Financial** (e.g., merchants overpaid interchange fees, financial markets were manipulated by large banks)

**Enrolling in MCAGs Settlement Recovery Service is**
- Visit: https://settlements.mcaginc.com
- Enter 6-digit code: IHA123
- Fill out pertinent information
- Click Submit

**Contact Us:**
- 800.355.0466
- settlements.mcaginc.com
- settlements@mcaginc.com
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